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COMMUNITY FEEDBACK



COMMUNITY SUPPORT

“It is no secret that agriculture enterprises are facing severe challenges throughout

Hawaii. Keeping farming and ranching operations financially viable requires allowing

them to diversify…This project, proposed for Ulupalakua ranch, is the kind of

diversification necessary to keep this legacy ranch in operation, which in turn helps to

keep the rest of their vast land holdings in agriculture and conservation….We are

essentially harvesting the sun, which is a perfect fit for an agriculture operation.”

- Warren Watanabe, Executive Director Maui County Farm Bureau

“I have been a full time Maui Meadows

property owner and resident for more than

22 years. For many years, I was an active

member of the Maui Meadows Homeowners

Association as well as a board member and

president…. I became aware of many

opportunities that the developer of Paeahu

provided to the community and particularly

to Maui Meadows residents to educate them

about the benefits. Many public meetings,

postcards mailed to every residence inviting

them to an informational Open House,

meetings with the Maui Meadows

Neighborhood Board and even a website

dedicated to information on the project.

There has been a comprehensive outreach.

The result of that public input has been

changes to the project.” – Madge Schafer,

Maui Meadows resident/homeowner

“I don't believe there has ever been a power 

supply proposal where the company has 

reached out to the community as early, as 

often or as fully as Innergex has in this case. 

Paeahu Solar stands out for timeliness, 

frequency and effort in informing and 

engaging with the community.”

- Rob Weltman, Sierra Club of Maui

“I appreciate that Innergex has 

continually worked with Maui Meadows 

residents addressing their concerns. For 

residents closest to the project area 

asking the developer to plant hedges 

between the array and private property 

can minimize any view plane issues while 

maintaining the up slope view of 

Haleakala. A simple fix for a bigger gain.”  

- Kristin Holmes, Maui Meadows 

resident/homeowner

“Our Wailea community supports the

Paeahu Solar Project and the design and

efforts of Innergex Renewables…. Their

updates and outreach have been

significant in keeping our residents

informed and engaged as stakeholders.” -

Frank “Bud” Pikrone, General Manager

Wailea Community Association

“We support the Paeahu Solar

Project. Our professions put us in regular

contact with residents, so we hear first-

hand about the difficulty of making ends

meet here including the cost of

their electricity bills. This project will

provide clean, reliable. and affordable

solar energy to all residents on Maui. By

feeding the power it generates into the

grid, it will help all people on Maui, not

only those who have the ability to

install PV on their homes.” - Laura Szatko,

Maui Meadows resident/homeowner

“This project, being in South Maui, is very 

strategic as additional power is needed in 

that area. With the battery system, MECO 

can use the power at the time of evening 

it is needed which is necessary to smooth 

out grid operations.”  -Alan Arakawa, 

Former Mayor of County of Maui



WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Roadways & Traffic through 
Maui Meadows

• Use of Piilani Highway during construction would be temporary and would endeavor 
to avoid peak traffic hours.

• Temporary access road is proposed from Piilani Highway to avoid traffic through Maui 
Meadows during construction.

• During operations the site requires only minimal access by light-duty vehicles.
• BMPs would be implemented during construction & operation such as scheduling 

deliveries for non-peak hours of traffic, minimizing the number of vehicles on 
roadways.

• Traffic Impact Analysis will be completed as part of County SUP application.

Visuals & Setbacks from 
neighboring fence line

• The Project will be visible from select locations but will not dominate the landscape. 
Some Project areas will be visible to the closest residences in Maui Meadows, but 
unlikely to be visible from most of the neighborhood or from Piilani Highway.

• Based on feedback, Innergex increased the setback between the Project and 
residences from 200 ft to 270 ft at the closest point, and changed to shorter solar 
tracking systems (approx. 7-8 ft as opposed to 14-16 ft).

• Visual (photo) simulations were created based on CAD layouts to illustrate visual 
conditions within the landscape setting of the preliminary project layout.

• Innergex will also assess options for visual screening to supplement the existing 
natural vegetation between the solar arrays and the residences to help reduce visual 
impacts.
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Glint & Glare • The term “glint” is defined as a momentary flash of bright light and “glare” is defined 
as a continuous source of bright light.  

• The Project design accounts for potential glint or glare and follows guidance 
developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 

• The solar panels will have an anti-reflection coating.
• The use of single-axis tracking arrays (i.e. instead of fixed-tilt) are designed to 

continuously track the apparent movement of the sun with the center of the panel 
face. The direct angle from the sun to the face of the panel minimizes reflectivity and, 
therefore, limits glint and glare opportunities.

• Preliminary analysis that simulated the perspective of nearby residences did NOT 
find any glint or glare issues. 

• In addition, the array does not display any glint or glare in the nearest suspected 
flight path at Kahului Airport (OGG). The detailed analysis will be formally filed with 
the FAA.

• Detailed analysis will be conducted on the final design layout and if any issues are 
identified then measures will be taken to mitigate them.
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Archaeological, Cultural and 
Environmental Values need 
to be assessed and 
mitigated

• Archaeological, biological, technical, and site-specific surveys and studies are 
required to assess potential Project impacts, required mitigation, design limitations, 
and to refine required permitting criteria. Site-specific plans will be prepared to 
address potential impacts (e.g. spill and stormwater and its prevention, the control of 
temporary erosion and sediments). These surveys and studies are currently 
underway (2019).

• Innergex is working in collaboration with the Aha Moku, NGOs and stakeholders to 
incorporate local knowledge in to these surveys and studies. As study results become 
available these will be shared with the community.

Heat Island Effect • The Project will not change the local climate or affect the natural flow of air across 
Maui Meadows. The up- and down-slope winds off Haleakala would overwhelm any 
heat creation from the solar farm. The Project area is simply too small  in relation to 
the area of the southwestern slope of Haleakala to have a significant impact on the 
natural air movement across Maui Meadows and the larger Wailea area.

• Refer to the Tetra Tech Memorandum RE Heat Island Effect in Context to the 
Proposed Paeahu Solar Project, Maui County, Hawaii dated December 14, 2018.

Property Values • The Project is not expected to have an adverse effect on nearby property values. 
Colliers International analyzed tax assessment and property sale values for properties 
adjacent to two recent utility-scale solar projects in Hawaii (Waianae and Waihonu). 
Residential properties adjacent or in close proximity to the solar farms increased in 
value over 3-4 years by healthy amounts between 8% to 35%.

• Refer to the Colliers International Memorandum RE Market Pricing Study: Property 
Tax Assessment & Price Changes to Land Adjacent to Solar Farms dated November 
22, 2018.
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Electro Magnetic Fields 
(EMF) & “Dirty Power”

• EMF levels at Maui Meadows will not change as a result of the Project. Electric facilities 
produce EMF, as do household appliances and electrical lights. The Project will produce 
low levels of DC EMF from panels and collector lines, and AC EMF from inverters, 
battery energy storage system, transformers, and power lines. Levels of DC EMF 
produced are significantly less than the Earth’s magnetic field. Levels of AC EMF also 
decrease rapidly with distance and point sources will be 625 - 3,000 ft from Maui 
Meadows. As a result, no electric or magnetic fields created by the project will be 
measurable at any residences. 
• The term “dirty” power is used to describe electricity containing high radio frequency 

noise. “Dirty” power is commonly produced by household electronics such as 
computers. Utility-scale power generators such as solar farms must meet national 
power quality standards and include high frequency voltage filtering. Project 
equipment must meet federal radio frequency standards and any low levels produced 
dissipate near the source, leaving no measurable levels at the project boundary.
• Innergex followed-up with the two companies put forward by Dr. Debra Greene: Cratus

Canada on December 12, 2018 and Satic Inc. on December 13, 2018.  Satic agreed that 
the proposed project at these distances are far enough away to NOT have an impact on 
the neighboring residences.  Innergex requested that they provide additional 
information for review and consideration.
• Refer to the Tetra Tech Memorandum RE EMF and ‘Dirty Power’ in Context to the 

Proposed Paeahu Solar Project, Maui County, Hawaii dated December 15, 2018.
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Lighting • Paeahu Solar anticipates that upon completion of construction and during
normal operations of the Project there will be only one security light in use for
the entire Project. The Project is expected to include a security fence with a
gate. A security light will be installed at the gate. Depending on the location
along the fence line, the light will be at least 250 feet away from the nearest
residence.

• The security light will have a motion sensor which will activate for the safety of
authorized personnel, in those rare circumstances, that they may need to
access the site at night. In addition, light from the security light will be shielded
and/or directed downward. Thus, even assuming light from the security light
can be seen from Maui Meadows residential development, it is not expected to
have a significant impact on recreational stargazing or other similar activities by
nearby residences.

• Apart from this one security light, no other security lights, or any other types of
lights or lighting, will be used after completion and during regular operation of
the Project.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

ARCHAEOLGOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL

STUDIES

Initial draft reports can be found on the Paeahu Solar Project website under the Documents tab:  https://www.innergex.com/development-opportunities-in-hawaii/the-paeahu-solar-project/#documents

https://www.innergex.com/development-opportunities-in-hawaii/the-paeahu-solar-project/#documents


Field Work

• Pedestrian Survey

• Detailed Recordings

• Test Excavations

18 Historic Properties (total of 52 Features)
23 Agricultural

• mounds, modified outcrops, terraces

17 Temporary Habitation
• c-shaped walls, enclosures, terraces, modified outcrops 

and overhangs

7 Ranching / Clearing / Marker
• wall segments, mounds

4 Uncertain 
• mounds, modified outcrops

1 Permanent Habitation
• enclosure

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
FINDINGS



TEMPORARY HABITATION & RANCHING 
FEATURES

C-ShapesCurved Walls

Modified Overhang Walls

Site T-079

Site T-082

Site T-073

Site T-067



PERMANENT HABITATION FEATURES 
ENCLOSURE

Site T-124



ARCHAEOLOGICAL, BIOLOGICAL & WATER 
RESOURCES



BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Biological Survey Results

▪ The primary vegetation type within the Study Area is Open Kiawe /

Bufflegrass Forest. It is characterized by large kiawe trees, roughly 15-

30 feet tall, which occur as small stands or scattered individuals, with

dense mat of bufflegrass in the understory.

▪ 91 plant species recorded (85% non-native). Thirteen of the observed

plant species are native to the Hawaiian Islands.

▪ Survey recordings documented 461 wiliwili trees in the Study Area.

Most of the trees occur in erosional features or dry linear depressions.

▪ Other common species widely scattered in the understory include the

non-native lantana, partridge pea, golden crown-beard, hairy abutilon,

wild pea, fireweed, Guinea grass, Natal redtop, and sourgrass. The

native ‘iwa’iwa fern, and i‘lie’e are common on outcrops and within

shady areas in depressions. Koa haloe and klu are scattered sparsely

throughout the Study Area.

▪ Depressions, outcrops have more dense and diverse vegetation.

▪ No federally designated critical habitat occurs in the Study Area.

▪ No native yellow-faced bees were observed. Karl Magnacca concluded

the area does not provide enough food resources (‘illima and uhalao)

to sustain native yellow-face bee populations.

▪ No state or federally-listed bird species were recorded during the

surveys; however, seabirds, water birds, and the Hawaiian goose have

the potential to be present in or transverse the Study Area.

▪ Several non-native terrestrial mammalian species were detected during

the survey: herds of axis deer, cow, Indian mongoose, feral goats.

Other introduced mammals such as dogs, cats, pigs, house mice, rats

are likely to occur – although not observed.

Biological Field 

Surveys

• General Plant & Wildlife

• Wiliwili (Erythrina sandwicensis) 

• Yellow-faced bee (Hylaeus spp) 

• Wetlands and Waters of the 

U.S.



WETLANDS AND WATERS OF THE U.S. SURVEY

Delineation of Wetlands and Waters 

of the U.S.

▪ The Study Area is within the Wailea

watershed.

▪ No perennial streams or wetlands are present.

▪ The intermittent Wai Lea Stream crosses 

through the southern portion of the Study 

Area, intersection with portions of the gen-tie 

line and existing ranch roads and proposed 

access roads.  

▪ Several erosional features and dry linear 

depressions (e.g. gullies, swales) are present in 

the Study Area that may carry water briefly in 

response to heavy rain events. Due to dry 

conditions in this region, these features do 

not have defined ordinary high water marks.



BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Ma‘o Hau Hele (Hibiscus brackenridgei ssp. 

brackenridgei)

▪ In 2006, there were at least 11 ma’o hau hele 

individuals within the central portion of the Study 

Area; however, after severe drought conditions 

between 2006 and 2012, all but one individual 

died.

▪ The remaining ma’o hau hele individual is located 

within a small exclosure at the top of a steep 

slope. 

▪ The exclosure was built by Maui Nui Plant 

Extinction Prevention Program in May 2011 to 

prevent damage by ungulates.

▪ Notable leaf insect damage was observed on the 

remaining individual, which is consistent with 

damage from the Chinese rose beetle.

▪ Ulupalakua Ranch has successfully out planted 

~90 individuals at 3 suitable off-site locations. 



BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth (BSM) (Manduca blackburnii)

▪ Three Blackburn’s sphinx moth caterpillars were observed on two tree 

tobacco plants during the survey.

▪ Larvae of the BSM feed on plants in the nightshade family, including the 

non-native, weedy tree tobacco, which is common in this region of Maui.  

▪ The two native, larval host plants for BSM (Nothocestrum latifolium and N. 

breviflorum) were not found and are not likely to occur in the Study Area.  

These two Nothocestrum species are primary constituent elements required 

by BSM larvae for foraging, sheltering, maturation, and dispersal (USFWS 

2003).

▪ Tree tobacco is invasive and widespread across the Hawaiian Islands. It is 

not considered a primary constituent element for BSM critical habitat; tree 

tobacco is short-lived, vulnerable to prolonged drought, and the plant’s 

water content may not be suitable for optimal larvae growth (USFWS 2003).

▪ Tree tobacco plants encountered in the Study Area during the surveys were 

scanned for BSM larvae, eggs, or evidence of larval feeding (such as chewed 

steams, frass, or leaf damage).  

▪ Locations of tree tobacco encountered were mapped to inform Project 

design and future BSM survey efforts.



BIOLOGICAL & WATER RESOURCES



VISUAL SIMULATIONS

PRELIMINARY PROJECT OVERVIEW



PROJECT OVERVIEW 



PRELIMINARY PROJECT OVERVIEW

This conceptual layout is based on topographic data.  Initial public feedback on setback and solar array height concerns have been taken into account (i.e. we have increased the buffer between the property boundary and the project 
fence line as well as reduced the height of the tracker system).  The next version of the layout will incorporate archaeological, cultural, environmental and technical study results as well as balancing economic and social perspectives. 

At times, these various considerations may conflict with each other but we will strive to make development decisions that appropriately balance these considerations, with the intent of developing the best possible project.















GENERAL



WHY IS RENEWABLE ENERGY 
IMPORTANT?

▪ In 2017, petroleum fueled about two-thirds of the state's 
net generation, and coal fueled one-seventh.

▪ To increase energy security and keep more of the energy 
dollars at home, there is a need to use local, renewable 
resources at more stable prices.

▪ Hawaii is increasingly more vulnerable to fluctuations in 
oil prices and availability.

▪ Oil must be imported to Hawaii, often from unstable, 
turbulent places over thousands of miles of open ocean.

▪ Oil prices are lower today but Hawaii is vulnerable 
economically to increases in the price of oil and 
disruptions in supply.

HAWAII IS THE MOST FOSSIL FUEL DEPENDENT STATE IN THE NATION

Paeahu Solar will 

significantly reduce 

Maui’s fossil fuel 

consumption.  

The Project is estimated 

to displace 597,761 

barrels of fuels over the 

25-year term of the PPA.



Maui Electric is 

committed to 

reaching a 100% 

clean energy 

future to help 

build sustainable, 

resilient 

communities.

Source:  https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/clean-energy-facts/about-our-fuel-mix

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION
MIX

https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/clean-energy-facts/about-our-fuel-mix


HISTORICAL ELECTRICITY COST

Tohoku 
Earthquake & 

Tsunami

Oil
Production 

Stagnation & 
Lower Spare

Capacity

Iran-Iraq 
War

OPEC 
Embargo

Global 
Financial 

Crisis

9/11 & 
invasion of 

Iraq

Paeahu Solar

$0.117 /KWh
Fixed Priced for 25 years

Source:  Hawaii Energy Review of Business and Residential Cost Escalation to 2019



INNERGEX RENEWABLE ENERGY INC.

Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. is a global renewable energy

player that develops, acquires, owns and operates hydroelectric

facilities, solar farms, and wind farms.

Innergex carries out operations in Canada, the United States, 

France, Chile.

Head Office 

in Canada

Established

in 1990



INNERGEX SOLAR ASSETS

NAME
ACQUISITION OR 
COMMISSIONING

INNERGEX’S 
PARTICIPATION

GROSS CAPACITY 
(MW)

REGION

In Operation

Kokomo Solar 2018 90% 7.0 Indiana, USA

Pampa Elvira 2018 27.5% 34.0 Atacama, Chile

Phoebe Solar 2019 100% 250.0 Texas, USA

Spartan Solar 2018 100% 13.5 Michigan, USA

Stardale Solar 2012 100% 33.2 Ontario, Canada

Under Construction

Hillcrest Solar 2020 100% 200.0 Ohio, USA

Under Development

Hale Kuawehi Solar 2022 100% 30.0 Hawaii, USA

Paeahu Solar 2022 100% 15.0 Hawaii, USA

Kokomo Solar Phoebe SolarPampa ElviraStardale Solar



WHY IN SOUTH MAUI?

Generation from 

Paeahu Solar can help 

address the projected 

load growth in South 

Maui and improve grid 

resiliency.

Background

• Non-transmission alternatives were considered as

an option to offset the need for transmission line

upgrades in South Maui that are required to

accommodate the projected growth.

• Being responsive to community feedback opposing

the transmission line upgrades, Maui Electric

solicited proposals for generation in the South

Maui in conjunction with a competitive

procurement processes to replace the generating

capacity of Kahului Power Plant by 2022.1

Paeahu Solar

• The Project addresses additional generation

required in South Maui due to load growth and

constrained transmission capacity.

• The Project addresses the need for regional

electricity generation through existing transmission

infrastructure.

1 Source:  https://www.mauielectric.com/documents/clean_energy_hawaii/grid_modernization/dkt_2014_0183_20161223_companies_PSIP_update_report_1_of_4.pdf

https://www.mauielectric.com/documents/clean_energy_hawaii/grid_modernization/dkt_2014_0183_20161223_companies_PSIP_update_report_1_of_4.pdf


WHY ON ULUPALAKUA RANCH?
Determining the location for a solar project is a 
multifaceted process:

• The Ranch has an excellent solar resource.

• The land is not classified as prime 
agricultural (Class D & E) (i.e. less 
productive land).

• Buildable land – gentle slopes suitable for 
construction (minimize grading and 
modifications).

• Access to existing transmission 
infrastructure near proposed site (minimize 
transmission lines).

• The Ranch will retain ownership of the land 
(lease agreement) and the project will help 
diversify and sustain the ranch in taking 
care of their vast open space and 
conservation lands. 

• Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan 
contains objectives and policies 
encouraging renewable energy 
development.

We strive to balance 

archaeological, 

cultural, 

environmental, 

technical, economic 

and social 

perspectives when 

designing a project.



TIMELINE

• February 2018 Request for Proposal Issued

• April 2018 Request for Proposal Bids Submission

• June 2018 Short List Group Notification and Best and Final Offer 

• September 2018 Final Award Group Selection and Contract Negotiations Begin

• December 2018 Executed Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)

• 2019 - 2020 Public Utilities Commission Approval of the PPA

• 2019-2021 Complete Archaeological and Cultural Surveys, Environmental and 

Technical Studies and Obtain Permits and Approvals

• Q4 2021 Estimated Construction Start

• Q4 2022 Commercial Operation Date

•Operation 25-Year PPA Timeframe  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IS ONGOING THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE PROCESS



CONSTRUCTION PHASES

Land 

preparation

and roadwork

Foundations

and 

underground 

cabling

Fencing and 

commissioning

Battery storage

installation

Install support 

racks and solar 

panels

Electrical

substation and 

transmission 

line



Mahalo.

Your opinion is
important!

Please submit your
comments at 
hawaiisolar@innergex.com 
or visit our website at 
paeahusolar.com  

www.innergex.com


